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Abstract. AMFIBIA is a meta-model that formalizes the essential aspects and concepts of business process modelling. Though AMFIBIA is not the first approach to formalizing the aspects and concepts of business process modelling, it is more ambitious in the following respects: First, it is independent from particular modelling formalisms of business processes and it is designed in such a way that any formalisms for modelling some aspect of a business process can be plugged into AMFIBIA. Therefore, AMFIBIA is formalism-independent. Second it is not biased toward any aspect of business process and the different aspects can be, basically, considered and modelled independently of each other. Moreover, it is not restricted to a fixed set of aspects; further aspects of business processes can be easily integrated. Third, AMFIBIA does not only name and relate the concepts of business process modelling, as it is typically done in ontologies or architectures for business process modelling. Rather, AMFIBIA also captures the interaction among the different aspects and concepts, and therefore fully defines the dynamic behaviour of a business process model, with its different aspects modelled in different notations. To prove this claim, we implemented a prototype of a formalism-independent workflow engine based on AMFIBIA: This workflow engine, also called AMFIBIA, is open for new aspects of business process modelling and new modelling formalisms can be added to it.

In this paper, we will present AMFIBIA and the prototype workflow engine based on this meta-model and discuss the principles and concepts of its design.

1 Introduction

Today, there is a good understanding on what business processes are, how they should be modelled, and which aspects and concepts are important in such models. In the literature on business process modelling and workflow management of the last ten years, the three aspects of control, information, and organization have consistently been identified as the most important aspects of a business

* This is a revised version of the report “The Aspects of Business Processes: An Open and Formalism-Independent Ontology” released in April 2005.
process model. Sometimes called perspectives or views and sometimes with different names, these three aspects have been identified quite early when the topic of business process modelling and workflow management became an issue. The resulting insights were formulated as architectures, ontologies or meta-models for business process modelling [35, 20, 24].

Though there is a wide agreement on theses aspects and concepts, the concrete formalisms, notations, and, in particular, the business process modelling tools vary and are not compatible to each other. The reason is that each formalism and notation set out from one or two particular aspects and later on integrated the concepts for other aspects, or they were focussed on solving one particular problem and later on were generalised. Moreover, the formalisms for the different aspects are tightly integrated with each other, though the aspects are conceptually independent of each other. Therefore, the fact that the different aspect are, basically, independent of each other is concealed by these approaches. The actual aspects, the concepts modelled in these aspects, as well as their independence get blurred and distorted by the concrete formalisms and notations of the tools. And most formalisms and tools are biased towards one aspect and neglect others. In particular, integrating new aspects or new formalisms in existing tools and exchanging models among different tools is virtually impossible.

Altogether, the architectures, frameworks, ontologies, or meta-models for business process modelling proposed so far provide a good overview on which aspects and concepts need to be modelled and to compare different formalisms and tools on a high conceptual level. These models, however, do not deal with the details of the aspects, their concepts, and, in particular, the interplay of these aspects independently from a particular formalism. A formalization of this finer fabric of the aspects and concepts of business process modelling is still missing.

Actually, this insight struck us at a workshop on ‘XML Interchange Formats for Business Process Models’ [31]: At this workshop, different proposals for exchange formats for business process models were made. Some where based on a particular notation for business process models such as BPEL, EPCs, or Petri nets; others set out from XML technologies such as XMI or GXL. Altogether, there was a wide agreement that it would be nice to have a standard interchange format for business process models; but, the variety of different proposals showed that there is a long way to go before such a general standard will be generally accepted. In fact, the essential problems are not so much in the syntactic differences or in the different XML technologies underlying the proposals. The real problems are the different comprehension of what business processes are, of what the important aspects of business processes are, and of which formalisms should be used for representing them. Most proposals for interchange formats are biased towards one or two aspects of business process models and are neglecting others; and they use – or at least favour – particular formalisms.

This was the starting point of our research on AMFIBIA: A Meta-Model for the Integration of Business Process Modelling Aspects. AMFIBIA should not only capture the rough outline of the different aspects and concepts of business process models, but also the fine details and the exact interplay of the different
concepts – independently from a particular formalism. In order to be formalism-independent, there needs to be an interface for mapping a formalisms to the concepts of a particular aspect. Moreover, AMFIBIA should not be biased toward one aspect of business process modelling and should be open for integrating new aspects.

In this paper, we present AMFIBIA and formalize it in terms of a UML meta-model; for proving that these concepts work, we\textsuperscript{1} have implemented a workflow engine based on the concepts and the meta-models of AMFIBIA, which is also called AMFIBIA: a formalism independent workflow engine that is open for adding new aspects and new formalisms. Altogether, the objectives of AMFIBIA are the following:

- It should cover all basic aspects of business process models and should not be biased toward or focused on one of these aspects.
- It should be open so that other aspects can be easily added and integrated to it.
- In particular, there should be clear interfaces for the different aspects and a mechanism for their integration.
- It should be independent of a particular formalism or notation for business process models. But, it should be easily possible to map existing business process modelling notations to it.

The first ideas of AMFIBIA were already presented in \cite{5}. At that time, the focus was on structuring and relating the concepts; the interaction between the different aspects were quite informal at that time. Here, we present the structural meta-models of AMFIBIA as well as the interfaces and the interaction between the different models. This – together with the prototype implementation of a workflow management system – proves that the concepts of AMFIBIA work. In order to model the dynamics for each aspect, our meta-model provides automata defining the behaviour for each aspect, where the state changes of this automata are triggered by events. The events may be shared by automata for different aspects. The overall behaviour of all aspects is defined by executing all these automata concurrently, where shared events are synchronized.

Actually, the AMFIBIA project has another quite different objective: Due the independent aspects, AMFIBIA is a good example for aspect-oriented modelling (AoM). Though there are many ideas and approaches toward aspect-oriented modelling, there is no final and mature technology for aspect oriented modelling in the context of the model driven architecture (MDA) yet. We think that AMFIBIA is a good example for studying the concepts necessary in the context of MDA and to develop and refine this technology from a software engineering point of view. This, however, is not the focus of this paper\textsuperscript{2}.

\textsuperscript{1} Actually, it was a group of eight students who have implemented AMFIBIA in a one-year master’s project (see Acknowledgement in the end of this paper).

\textsuperscript{2} Note that, in the literature on aspect oriented modelling, our aspects would often be called ‘concerns’ rather than aspects.
2 Concepts of Business Process Modelling

In this section, we introduce the basic concepts and terminology used in business process modelling and define a controlled vocabulary for the domain of business process modelling. Later in this paper, we will formalize these concepts as a UML meta-model. In the literature, there are many different proposals using different terms, which are not consistent and no terminology is fully accepted. Our definitions and terminology has been strongly influenced by the work of the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) [20, 22], by van der Aalst and van Hee [37], and by Leymann and Roller [29].

2.1 Overview

A business process involves a set of activities that are executed in some enterprise or administration according to some rules in order to achieve certain goals. A business process model is a more or less formal and more or less detailed description of the persons and artefacts involved in the execution of a particular business process and its activities as well as of the rules governing their execution. An instance, i.e. a particular execution of a business process model, is often also called a business process. In order to avoid confusing instances and models, we call an instance of a business process model a case, and we will, henceforth, use the term business process informally only.

As for models in general, business process models are used for different purposes:

− Documentation of the business process.
− Better understanding of the business process.
− Collaborative design of the business process.
− Communication and teaching of the business process.
− Analysis and verification of the business process.
− Optimisation and re-engineering of the business process.
− Computer support and automated execution of the business process (which is often called workflow management or enactment).

The purpose of a model governs the choice of the formalism and notation as well as the level of abstraction or detail for modelling a business process.

It is now well-accepted that there are three basic aspects of business processes that can be modelled and investigated more or less independently of each other. These aspects are shown in Fig. 1. The control aspect basically describes the order in which the different activities are executed. The organization aspect describes the organization structure and, in particular, the resources and agents, and in which way they are involved in the business process. The information aspect describes the information that is involved in a business process, how it is represented, and how it is propagated among different activities. The details of theses aspects, the concepts modelled in each particular aspect, and how the aspects are integrated will be discussed below.
In the literature on business process modelling, the most salient aspect of a business process is the control aspect. In many modelling formalisms and notations, this aspect is used for integrating all other aspects. Actually, in ARIS it was introduced for integrating all other aspects [36]. In our proposal, we do not use the control aspect for the integration of the other aspects. Rather, we single out the concepts that are common to all aspects. We call this the core of a business process, which are basically the activities of the process. An activity itself is an instance of some particular task; only when a particular case is executed the tasks will be instantiated to an activity.

A task comprises pieces of work that conceptually belong to each other. A task can be either atomic or compound. An atomic task is not split into further parts on the given level of abstraction. Dependent on the purpose of the model, an atomic task can be associated with a procedure or an program that supports the execution of this task; this, however, is subject to a different aspect already: the application aspect. A compound task refers to a subprocess, which defines the details of this task; this can be defined by another business process. Actually, the distinction of atomic and compound tasks belongs to the structuring aspect of a business process, which will not be discussed in detail here.

Altogether, the concepts activity, task, process (short for business process), and case belong to the core of business process modelling, which occur in virtually all other aspects.

In the following sections, we will discuss the main aspects of business process modelling, where we concentrate on the aspects necessary for enacting business processes. Note that we omit the very important functional aspect, which defines the objectives and goals that are achieved by a business process or a task. Since, this aspect is not needed for enacting business process, we do not formalize it here.
2.2 Control aspect

The control aspect defines the order in which the tasks of a business process are instantiated and in which the corresponding activities are executed. Note that the order of the execution does not need to be sequential; it can be a partial order representing the dependencies among the activities, some of which may be concurrent.

For defining this order, the formalism refers to the tasks defined in the core of the business process. There are many different ways, formalisms, and notations for defining the order in which tasks, resp. the corresponding activities must be executed. In Sect. 3.1, for example, we will use Petri nets for modelling the control aspect. In order to be universal, however, we do not fix a particular formalism for defining the control aspect of a business process. We assume only that there is a concept of a state. In a given state, it must be clear which tasks are activated or enabled (i.e. which tasks can be instantiated to activities), how the instantiation of a task to an activity changes the state, and how the termination of an activity changes the state. We will discuss this in more detail later in Sect. 3.3.

2.3 Information aspect

The information aspect of a business process model defines the information involved in a business process as well as the propagation of information among different activities. All information involved in a business process can be considered to be documents\(^3\), where a document is an artefact representing some piece of information. The information aspect of a business process basically defines the structure of the involved documents and their relation. Moreover, the information aspect defines how documents are propagated among activities.

Similarly to processes and cases and to tasks and activities, we must distinguish between document instances (documents for short) and document models, where a document model defines the structure of a document instance. The information model comprises all document models as well as the relation among the different documents. As for tasks, a document can be atomic or compound. An atomic document is an unstructured text or piece of data (resp. the structure is not represented in the model), whereas a compound document is structured and consists of two or more sub-documents.

2.4 Organization aspect

The organization aspect of a business process model defines the structure of the organization in which the business process is executed, its organization units and the relations among them; and it defines the resources and agents within these

\(^3\) In some systems, information is stored in a relational database. In that cases, we can consider the tuples in the database as documents. This point of view allows us to unify the terminology.
organization units, where we use the term agents in order to refer to persons as human resources. Moreover, the organization aspect of a business process model defines which resources and agents could possibly execute a particular task resp. activity; these are called the possible assignments for that task. In a business process model each task will be equipped with a resource descriptor, which defines the possible assignments once the task becomes enabled.

The structure of the organization is modelled in the organization model. Note that the organization model captures only that part of the organization which is more or less fixed, such as departments and groups. It does not deal with the concrete agents and resources, which change much more rapidly. Therefore, the possible assignments of agents and resources to some task are defined by a resource descriptor, possibly via their positions, roles or via relations (such as substitute) among resources.

When it comes to the execution of a business process model in a workflow management system, the concrete resources and agents, their positions and roles will be maintained by some administrator, such that the workflow management system can assign tasks to the concrete agents.

2.5 Further Aspects

The three aspects mentioned above are generally agreed to be the most important aspects of business process. But, depending on the context, there can be more or even less aspects. Which of them are applicable or relevant depends on the context and the purpose of the model. Figure 2 shows some additional aspects that will be briefly discussed below. There could be even more aspects, such as

![Figure 2. More aspects of business processes](image)

the structuring aspect. But, we do not deal with the details of this aspect here.
The assignment aspect defines in which way tasks are assigned to resources or agents. Note that the organization aspect does not define who will do some work, it defines only who could do some work. The assignment policy defines how the work will be assigned to the resources. The choice could be either with the agents who choose it from some work-list, or the choice could be made by the workflow management system. The first policy is called pull policy, the second is called the push policy. And there are all kinds of assignment policies in between, which could be defined by a sophisticated assignment scheme, in order to define escalation policies. The assignment aspect of a business process captures the concepts for defining assignment policies for tasks.

The security aspect defines which agents or resources may read, access, and change information. Moreover, it makes sure that documents are authentic.

The transaction aspect defines which chunks of work and associated changes on documents must appear to be executed in isolation from the perspective of other business processes. This involves transaction protocols, compensation schemes, or nested transactions known from classical transaction theory [8, 18].

In this paper, we will not go into the details of these special aspects. But, we will demonstrate that our meta-model allows us to add new aspects.

2.6 Models and Instances

In the presentation of the concepts of business processes, we have dealt with two kinds of concepts. The first kind were the concepts occurring in the business process model such as the process itself, its tasks, the document models, the roles etc. We call these modelling concepts. The second kind are the instances of the first ones such as cases, activities, document (instances), and resources. We call these concepts instance concepts.

In the business process models, there will be only modelling concepts. The instance concepts are necessary only for the definition of the dynamic behaviour and for discussing the dynamic behaviour of the modelling concepts – and when implementing a workflow management system. In the following discussions and, in particular, in the meta-model, we will carefully distinguish between concepts of these categories, which are often confused: when someone is talking about a business process, one can never be sure whether he is talking on the model or on the case. Still the distinction is very important.

3 Structural Integration of Aspects and Formalisms

Up to now, we have presented the concepts of the business process modelling aspects. Now we formalize these concepts in terms of UML models and show how the aspects can be integrated with each other and how formalisms can be mapped to an aspect. These techniques are formalized in the following subsections with the help of an example. The dynamic interaction of the aspects is defined separately in the next section as it is the major contribution of our approach.
3.1 A Conference Trip Example

Before we explain how the concepts from Section 2 are formalized, we introduce an example to make our explanations better understandable. This example describes which administrative tasks have to be done by a member of a company to perform a business trip. In our example, we selected the control and the information aspect to show how business process can be described by different aspects. Furthermore, the order in which the aspects are presented is arbitrary. Nevertheless, we start with the control aspect as is the more common aspect.

The Control Aspect of the Example In Fig. 3, we can see the control aspect of the business process model. The formalism is a special version of Petri nets called workflow nets [37]. It defines the different tasks of a conference trip and the order in which they are executed. The tasks are the transitions (represented as rectangles) of the Petri net. A Petri net defines this control by a firing rule referring to a marking, which is a number of tokens on its places (represented as black dots in the circles). Initially, there is only one token on the initial place in. At this stage, only transition “apply for trip” is enabled. After starting and finishing the corresponding task, the transitions “support trip”, which corresponds to the task of a superior countersigning the trip application, and the transition “book trip” are enabled. This means that these two tasks can be executed concurrently. Note that the actual trip may be made only if the trip application was approved before. After the trip, the employee may apply for reimbursement of the travel expenses. Note that, at this stage, there might be an iteration: If the bills for the trip are rejected, the billing activity will be repeated. The process is finished, when a token arrives at the place out.

![Fig. 3. Control aspect of the example](image)

The Information Aspect of the Example In our example, the information needed for the business trip is stored in a database and is modelled by an ER diagram as shown in Fig. 4.

For the process, it is necessary to compose documents out of this data. To apply for the trip, the user has to fill the table Trip Application out with the
attributes Name, Location and Date. When the trip is approved, the attribute Granted is filled out. After the trip, the bill is written by creating an entry in the Invoice table, which has to be linked to the corresponding entry in the Trip Application. Furthermore, to write the bill, all expenses have to be listed in the Item table. All these entries have to be linked to the Invoice. When the Bill is approved, it can be reimbursed.

Notice, that we write about tasks that are also mentioned in the control aspect of our example. These tasks are not defined in the control aspect but in the core of the business process. The control aspect and the information aspect refer to tasks which are defined in the core, as the tasks are relevant for all aspects.

### 3.2 The Core of Business Process Modelling

In Section 2.1 we motivated already that we use a core to integrate the aspects. In this subsection we formalize the core.

The core consists of concepts that are common to all aspects (see Figure 5). There is, first of all, the business process model (BPM) itself which consists of a set of tasks. A case is an instance of a particular business process. While running a case, different tasks will be instantiated to activities; each activity corresponds to exactly one task. As we have motivated in Section 2.6, we distinguish between models and instances. We do this by introducing an instance-of relation. Furthermore we group the elements by using packages. The left package shows the concepts of the model itself, whereas the right package shows the concepts concerning the instantiation of these models when the models are executed.

Every aspect adds new concerns to the elements of the core. We introduce the UML stereotypes aspect and use packages to show that an element is extended by an aspect, like it is shown in Figure 6. Here, the BPM from the core is extended by the control aspect, which is denoted by the package name. The meaning of the stereotype aspect is, that there is a relation to an element in the core as it is shown in Figure 7. Consequently, the aspect-of relation defines that the element

![Fig. 4. The Information Aspect of the Example](image-url)
from the core has a corresponding element in the aspect. Here we can also see, that the \textit{BPM} from core consists of several other classes defined in the aspects.

\section*{3.3 Aspects and Formalisms}

The integration of the aspects shown in the previous subsection is still formalism-independent. In the next paragraphs we will formalize the aspect independent meta-models and show how the formalism-dependent meta-models can be integrated, like it is illustrated in Figure 8. We will exclude the organization aspect from this paper as all ideas can be explained by the help of the information aspect and the control aspect. Furthermore, the concepts of integration of the organization aspect is similar to integration from the information aspect. Like in the example, we start with the control aspect.
Control Aspect  In this section, we present the meta-model for the control aspect of business process models. To this end, we refer to the concepts of the core (see Fig. 5) and extend them by additional features. These are shown in the UML diagram in Fig. 9.

For the control aspect, a process model is equipped with initial and final tasks. The initial tasks define those tasks that initiate a new case. The final tasks identify those tasks that terminate the execution of the corresponding case.

In order to define the process control, there is the concept of a state, which actually sits in the middle between the model and the instance concepts of business processes. Each case has a current state, which in turn defines the tasks
that could possibly be started in the current state; these are called the **activated** tasks. Each task defines, how the initialization of this tasks changes the state and how the finalization of the corresponding activity changes the state of the case. Moreover, a case consists of a set of activities that are active at a particular moment, and it consists of activities that are finished already.

Thus far, the meta-model for the control aspect is independent of a particular formalism for modelling the control. It only requires that there is a concept of state and state changes. This can be implemented by different formalisms. Here, we show how Petri nets can be used for implementing the control aspect. Figure 10 shows the meta-model of Petri nets implementing the concepts of the control aspect of business processes. It consists of transitions and places. A marking consists of a multi set of places. The transitions implement tasks, the markings implement states, and the firing rule of Petri nets implements the state changes. The method initialize removes one token from each of its input places, and the method finalize adds a token on each of its output places. The enabledness of a transition in a particular marking implements the set of activated tasks.

![Fig. 10. A Petri net implementation](image)

Here, we used Petri nets for implementing a formalism for the control aspect of business process models. But, it is easy to see that any other formalism that has a semantics based on transition systems can be used for implementing the control aspect.

**Information Aspect** The information aspect (see Fig. 11) describes which documents are needed to instantiate a **Task** to an **Activity**. Therefore a **DocumentDescriptor** is introduced, which describes what kind of document is needed for the execution of a task. The type of document is given by the interface
Furthermore, for the selection of a Document the DocumentDescriptor regards further Constraints according to the context, which is given by the Case.

**Fig. 11.** Information aspect

*Documents* are usually structured so that we differentiate between *AtomicDocument* and *ComposedDocument*. The meaning of atomic is, that in the context of the business process the document cannot be split into parts. The *ComposedDocument* implements its composing property by an association to its parent class *Document*. Documents are related to other documents by *Links*. Both, *Documents* and *Links*, have definitions called *DocumentTypes* resp. *Relations*. Analogously to *Documents*, *DocumentTypes* can be either atomic or complex. An example for a *Relation* is a dependency. According to our drawn distinction of model and instance, *Documents* and *Links* belong to the instance part and *DocumentTypes* and *Relations* belong to the model part.

Figure 12 shows an excerpt of a meta-model for the entity relationship model, which was used for our example. It also shows how this formalism-specific model is integrated in the information aspect. Notice, the documents being used for our conference trip are tuples contained by our model. Consequently, for the mapping from the formalism-independent model to the formalism-dependent model we need a construct extracting the documents from the data described by the model. In the formalism-dependent model, this is done by SQL queries, which create result sets. Consequently, result sets are documents. Depending on the inner structure of the query, the documents are atomic or composed.
4 Dynamic Interaction of Aspects

In the previous sections, we presented the structural meta-models for the core part of business process models and the meta-models for two different aspects of business process models. We have shown how the aspects can be conceptually integrated and how the meta-models of formalisms can be mapped to the meta-models of aspects.

In this section, we deal with the concepts of the \textit{behaviour of aspects} and the concepts of the \textit{dynamic interaction of aspects}. Moreover, we present the behavioural models and discuss how to implement our ideas in a workflow engine. This workflow engine has to support integration and dynamic interaction of business process modelling aspects. The prototype of the workflow engine was implemented in a Project Group AMFIBIA at the University of Paderborn.

The main points discussed in this section are the execution of processes and the \textit{dynamic interaction} of aspects. A business process model, which includes different aspects has to be instantiated and executed, i.e. a case is created. During the case execution, it is decided, which tasks are enabled: all the aspects are asked which tasks are enabled from their point of view. This decision is specific for each aspect, it depends on the available information, resources, control flow, etc. The tasks enabled for all aspects are instantiated, thus, the activities are started. The aspects fill the activities with information, resources, or decide who will execute them (this functions are also aspect-specific). Thus, the main challenge here is to come from the conceptual integration of aspects in meta-models and models to the concepts of dynamic integration of aspects and, furthermore, practical ideas about execution of them in a working workflow system.
4.1 Aspects Automata and Synchronization

In the following, we discuss the functionality described above in more details and with the help of the examples. Here, we present a set of simplified automata models. These automata have some restrictions: e.g. they do not support the concurrent executions of activities of a single case. But they clearly show the idea of the modelling of the dynamic behaviour and the integration of the behaviour of different aspects.

The basic functionality of the workflow engine is covered by the core, it is the essential component. The core is responsible for executing cases and activities. The new aspects are plugged into the core, their execution is synchronized with the execution of the core.

For describing the behaviour of the core, we identify the events that can be emitted. First, we start with the events produced during the lifecycle of a case. So, these events occur for every case and they are: “start Case”, “finish Case”, “request Tasks”, “receive Tasks”, “create Activity”, “finish Activity”. The events define the points of a case execution, which are especially interesting in respect to aspect coordination or to the functionality of the core\(^4\).

The case execution behaviour in the core can be modelled as a case core automaton, see Fig. 13. When a case is started, the automaton goes to the state initial; then, the core requests enabled tasks from aspects and goes to the next state. After the enabled tasks are received, i.e. event receive Tasks is emitted, the core creates an activity. When the activity is started, the core goes to the next state and waits for the finish Activity event. Then, a set of enabled tasks is requested again and the whole loop of receiving tasks and executing activities is repeated until the case is finished.

Like we model the case execution behaviour in the core, we model the case execution behaviour in the aspects. The automaton of the control aspect, called case control automaton, is shown in Fig. 14. It has such events as “request Tasks”, “calculate Tasks” and “receive Tasks”.

After we have presented the core and the control aspect automata, we can explain the ideas of the synchronization of aspects on these examples. As it was mentioned earlier, aspects are synchronized with the core and with each other. First of all, we assume that all the automata are executed in the system concurrently and that they are started synchronously, when the case is started. The events in the core will be synchronized with the events of the aspects. In our examples, the events that are synchronized have identical names and we use to add “(sync)” to the end of the names. For example, event “request Tasks” in the core has to be synchronized with the event “request Tasks” in the control aspect; the same is about “receive Tasks” and other events.

The synchronization works the following way: if the core can execute an event, for example “request Tasks”, it waits until all the aspects that have the same event can execute it. Then, the core and the aspects execute this event.

\(^4\) We can draw here the analogy to the formal approaches from the area of aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [13], where events are abstractions of the points of interest.
concurrently and go to the next state. After it, the core can execute the next event “receive Tasks” and starts waiting. When the “request Tasks” event is executed by the aspects, the aspects do their job; for example, the control aspect calculates the enabled Tasks (“calculate Tasks” event) depending on the semantics of the control aspect formalism and on the process model. Then the aspects execute their further events; as soon as all the aspects execute the event the core is waiting for, the core and the aspects go to the next state again.

In our examples in Fig. 13 and in Fig. 14, the synchronization is done for the following events: “request Tasks”, “receive Tasks”, and “finish Case”. The automata of the information aspect looks exactly like the automata of the control aspect, the synchronization is based on the same events, but the calculation of tasks expressed in the corresponding event is based on the information model.

Along with the execution of cases, the engine manages the execution of activities. Activities are created within a case. The activity execution behaviour in the core is also modelled as an automaton shown in Fig. 15. This automaton contains two events: “start Activity” and “finish Activity”.

When the activity is started, the case has to be notified about it and has to start waiting for this activity to be finished. Thus, there is another type of synchronization between the automata: it synchronizes the events of the activity core automaton with the events of the case core automaton. We use to add “(notify)” to the end of the names of such events. For example, events “start Activity” and “finish Activity” in the activity core automaton synchronize with the corresponding events in the case core automaton.
To describe the whole picture, we present the *activity control aspect* and the *activity information aspect* automata in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 respectively. These automata synchronize with the activity core automaton. The activity control automaton looks exactly like the activity core automaton, because there is no additional functionality in the control aspect except starting and finishing the activity. But the information aspect, for example, has to add documents to the started activity, it is described by the event “add Documents” in the automaton.

The overall scheme of all the automata and the ways of their synchronization is presented in Fig. 18. It depicts different types of automata and two dimensions of their interaction.
4.2 Architecture of the Workflow Engine

In this section, we briefly describe the extension of the architecture of the workflow management system in order to support the integration of new aspects and new formalisms. In Fig. 19, we present the Workflow Reference Architecture with a new component called Aspects and Formalisms Definition and a new interface between it and the workflow engine.

The aspects and formalisms definition component should be used by a developer and a designer in the following way:

– for introducing a meta-model for the aspect and integrating it with the existing ones;
– for inserting a formalism for a particular aspect and integrating the meta-model of the formalism to the meta-model of the aspect;

Fig. 18. The Overall Scheme of Automata and Synchronization

Fig. 19. WfMC Reference Model with the Aspects Interface
– for developing an editor for the formalism and integrating it with the existing editors for the other formalisms;
– for modelling and implementing the behaviour of the aspect and synchronizing it with the behaviour of the core and of the other aspects;

4.3 Implementation

In the previous sections, we have presented the meta-models for AMFIBIA. They covered the concepts of business process modelling, their relation as well as their dynamic behaviour in terms of automata. Based on these concepts, we have implemented a workflow engine. Actually, we simplified the meta-models in this paper, since we could not go into all the details of the actual meta-models of the implementation. In particular, the automata defining the behaviour and the interaction among the different aspects are more complex in the implementation – as mentioned earlier, the automata presented in this paper cannot execute activities of the same case concurrently. The automata used for the implementation take care of concurrency.

The meta-models were presented in an Aspect-oriented Modelling style, though we did not use a specific formalism: The basic concepts of business process modelling, the business process itself, the task, the case, and the activity are defined for each aspect separately\(^5\). The events defined for an aspect correspond to the join points of AoM, and the synchronization of the same event in the automata for different aspects correspond to cross cuts. The unsynchronized events resemble actions. The automata for the core of business process models corresponds to the base program. A technical difference, though, is that in most approaches to AoM, there is step of weaving which generates a single program that has code for all the aspects resp. concerns. Our approach rather executes the different automata independently of each other, and synchronizes the shared events. This, however, is an implementation issue only.

Since there is no mature software-technology for generating code from these models, we translated the concepts of Aspect-oriented Modelling to object-oriented models first. For example, for defining aspects of some concept such as a case or an activity there is an interface for registering aspects with a concept. Each class implementing this interface, can register with the concept which it is an aspect of, as was discussed in Fig. 7 already. This interface along with a composition relation is the object-oriented representation of aspects. These models where formalized in EMF, the Eclipse technology supporting UML. From these models, the basic Java classes of the workflow engine could be generated fully automatically. Moreover, we defined an interface for events and automata. Each aspects defines some events and registers with some of the events defined by other aspects so that the automata defining the dynamic behaviour of the aspects can be synchronized. Up to now, the automata are implemented directly

\(^5\) Note that in most papers on Aspect-oriented Modelling, the term aspect is used on a more technical level. What we call aspect is often called a concern in AoM; but, we think that aspect is the better term.
in Java code. And there is a manager that coordinates the execution of the different automata belonging to all the aspects of a case: triggers their transitions and synchronizes the shared event by a two-phase-commit protocol.

In the future, we will develop a software technology, which supports the concepts of Aspect-oriented Modelling directly, so that we can generate the basic parts of the workflow engine from the AoM style meta-models as presented in this paper – without a detour to purely object-oriented models. Moreover, the automata defining the dynamic behaviour of the aspects could either be interpreted for implementing the workflow engine, or there could be translation to Java code. The development of the exact concepts and notations for these models as well as the technology for Aspect-oriented Modelling on top of EMF, however, is a long-term project in the field of software engineering; more details on this technology will be discussed in a separate paper addressed to software engineers. Moreover, we will also deal with a formal foundation of the interaction and synchronization of the automata defining the dynamic behaviour, e.g. in terms of process algebras.

Actually, there are some further implementation issues that are not covered in this paper, since they are more interesting from the software engineering point of view than from the business process modelling point of view. The workflow engine interacts with the agents of business processes via the work-list; moreover, it provides an interface for accessing the relevant documents, which is a kind of a light-weight application interface. Parts of these interfaces need information that comes from different aspects. In order for AMFIBIA to be fully aspect independent, the parts of an aspect that are relevant to the graphical user interface for the agents need to be implemented with each aspect. Our implementation takes care of this, but we do not discuss the details here.

5 Related Work

Wil van der Aalst and Kees van Hee, in their book about Workflow Management [37] present a reference framework for defining the business processes. They define the business-process management context of workflow management systems. The authors define an ontology, where “business process management” is the domain of interest. They deal with the processes, management of the processes and information systems related to them. This work serves as a background of the current paper, which aims to develop a meta-model, which requires usage of more formal techniques and technologies.

The book of Leymann and Roller [29] discusses the basics of the workflow technology and its aspects, the models of business processes, and the basics of workflow management systems. The book also discusses the meta-models and constructs that have to be provided to model their environment. The concepts and necessary terms in the area of workflow management are presented for the process model, organizational model, versioning model and others. One part of this book precisely describes the fundamental part of the meta-model, which is very close to the implemented one in MQSeries Workflow. The syntax and
the semantics of the meta-model are described using process model graphs and elementary operations of the set theory. The book influences significantly this paper, since it presents the definitions of the meta-model constructs with precise syntax and semantics. Therefore, this meta-model can be instantiated to the modelling level and used for the formal workflow modelling.

In the book of Jablonski, Böhm and Schulze [24] also the topic of metamodeling is discussed. The meta-model or “metaschema”, as it was called by the authors, describes the properties of all the products of the workflow language. The book presents the schema of the meta-levels and describes relations between them. In the other work of Jablonski [25], it is analysed how workflow management can support enterprise application integration tasks and e-commerce applications.

The book of Scheer describes the Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS) and their approach for integrating different business process modelling aspects [35]. They divide the general business process model context into views: organization, data, control and function.

Zur Muehlen and Rosemann [34] analyse the usage of the workflow metamodels in particular workflow management systems. They present the ideas of evaluation and comparison of meta-models of different tools, such as WorkParty and FlowMark. An important result of their paper is the necessity of independent reference models, which could serve as the evaluation benchmark of meta-models.

The Organizational Structure Facility (OSF) Specification [1] from OMG presents an organizational meta-model in MOF compliant form, illustrated as a set of UML diagrams.

The Workflow Reference Model of WfMC [20, 22] provides a common vocabulary for describing a business process and its aspects, functional description of software components of the workflow management system and interface between them. The “Reference Model” provides a framework supplying different specifications of the workflow management systems to be developed within a common context. The Reference Model also defines the object technology as a possible target implementation model for workflow systems. A discussion paper of WfMC about the common object model [21] can be regarded as a proposal for usage of object-oriented technology on the level of implementation for workflow.

In XML Process Definition Language Specification of WfMC [4], the meta-model of the process definition, containing the main entities, their relationships and attributes, was defined. This meta-model could be used for exchange of process definitions. The textual description of semantics of these entities is also provided.

In the Workflow Management Facility Specification [2], OMG and WfMC joined together to define a set of IDL interfaces for introducing of the workflow technology to the OMG architecture. They defined the interfaces for workflow execution control, monitoring, and interoperability between workflows. This interface model is actually a UML class diagram and is specified by IDL interfaces. The specification is actually done on the modelling level (comparing to MOF M1 layer) and can be instantiated to particular objects.
In the work about conceptual modelling of workflows [10], the authors try to make an effective convergence between workflow management and databases by means of formalization of specification and providing a language for workflow applications at the conceptual level.

Karagiannis and Kühn present the meta-modelling concepts and a generic architecture for the meta-modelling platforms in their paper [26]. This work also includes three best practise examples from the industry.

The other part of the work, related to the current one, is dealing with the enterprise process modelling. For example, the work “Toward an Integrated Framework for Modeling Enterprise Processes” [12] presents the motivation and concepts of using the Enterprise Process Modelling Language (EPML), which builds on IDEF, DFDs and EPCs, for modeling the enterprise processes, including different aspects of business process management. This specifications in this visual language can be converted to the Petri net models, and thus, have formal semantics.

The other area, which is tightly related to the dynamic interaction of aspects described in Sect. 4, is the area of aspect-oriented programming and aspect-oriented modelling. The works of Rémi Douence et al. [13, 14] discuss formal automata-based approaches for aspect-oriented modelling of program executions. Two general surveys on aspect-oriented analysis and design and on languages and models [11, 9] serve as a background knowledge in this area.

In this Section, we have enumerated a set of different formalisms for defining the meta-models and the ontologies for business processes. Since there are different aspects of the business process management covered by one or the other mentioned approaches, we have defined a meta-model, which contains the independent meta-models for different aspects but can also integrate the meta-models. This meta-model is not only on the conceptual level but also prescribes the future implementation. Therefore, the meta-model fits to the concept of the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA), and, consequently, is implemented in a workflow engine. Since there exists a variety of meta-modelling approaches, we have defined a general formalism-independent meta-model, which can prescribe a common exchange format between them. Such an exchange format can be defined using XML Metadata Interchange (XMI), cause the mapping from MOF to XMI is defined in the OMG specification. The implementation of the dynamic interaction of aspects proceeds from the ideas of aspect-oriented modelling and from introducing and adapting these ideas to the business process modelling domain.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we outlined the ideas of AMFIBIA, a meta-model for business process modelling, which captures not only the aspects, concepts and their relation, but also the dynamic behaviour and the interaction among the different aspects. The main justification of yet another ‘ontology’ for business process modelling
is that it covers the dynamics of such systems. Moreover, AMFIBIA is more ambitious than existing ‘ontologies’, architectures, frameworks or meta-models:

– AMFIBIA shows that, conceptually, the different aspects of business processes can be modelled independently of each other and that it is possible to integrate them via the integral parts.
– AMFIBIA is open for additional aspects and is not biased towards any aspect.
– AMFIBIA is independent of any particular modelling formalism and, actually, defines an interface that can be implemented by most formalisms for that particular aspect.

The implementation of a prototype workflow-engine based on AMFIBIA shows that its concepts really work.
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